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Department of Homeland Security
New Dept Receives Support of Leading World
Politicians

Washington (WHN ) President Bush Junior expressed elation at the worldwide support
given his new Department of Homeland Security. At a press conference given by
Bush Junior and Dick (Il Duce) Cheney, the White House presented press releases
from international leaders expressing admiration for the new cabinet level
Department. During the speech, Vice-President Cheney stated that the future of the
Bush Junior Administration is clearly tied to the success of the Department: “Fear
and intimidation from foreign terrorists can not be accepted by the American People.
These tools must remain clearly in the hands of THIS administration.” When questioned as to the exact phraseology employed by the Vice President, Presidential
“Less bones...
Spokesperson Ned Ander-Thal simply said: “English is an exact language. He said
Solves a lot of
storage problems” what the White House meant.”
Official opposition has been
muted. Senator Ted Kennedy, who was
appointed as the spokesperson for the
Democratic Party, could not be found
The more
for comment. Some reports indicate
things
that the VP and senior members of the
change,
the more
they stay
the same...

“Who Needs WMD when
you can combine fear and
patriotism!”

“Da, It’s better than
Siberia!”

Dis-Raqui information I & II

Bush Junior and Cheney address the rabid
employees of the

Department of Homeland Security

"Be assured. Baghdad is safe, protected"
"No I am not scared, and neither should you
be!"
"The American press is all about lies! All they
tell is lies, lies and more lies!"
"Lying is forbidden in Iraq. President Saddam
Hussein will tolerate nothing but truthfulness
as he is a man of great honor and integrity.
Everyone is encouraged to speak freely of the
truths evidenced in their eyes and hearts."
"Now even the American command is under
siege. We are hitting it from the north, east,
south and west. We chase them here and they
chase us there. But at the end we are the people who are laying siege to them. And it is not
them who are besieging us.”

"Be assured. Baghdad is safe, protected"
"I am not scared, and neither should you be - at
least until November 2004!"
"The American press is all about lies! All they
tell is lies, lies and more lies!"
"Lying is forbidden in the White House.
President Bush will tolerate nothing but truthfulness as he is a man of great honor and integrity. Every Reporter is ‘encouraged’ to faithfully
repeat the truths presented in our press releases."
"Even now the American command is laying
siege to the land. We are hitting it from the
north, east, south and west. We chase them here
and they chase us there. But at the end we are
the people who are laying siege to them. And it
is not them who are besieging us.”
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California Recall and Governor Vote A
Three-Way Race ‘Too Close To Call’
Burbank (Birthplace of the WHN ) As a public service to our readers, WHN Political Correspondent Ned AntherThal attempts to make sense of the leading contenders for the California Governorship. Cool dude, I mean,
gag me with a spoon, or surfs up, or party hardy, uh, how about “I wanna be the Gov!”

Arnold Schwarzenegger
“I Vill Balance Da Budget of Calle-Forn-E-Ah”
Arnold Schwarzenegger demonstrates his ability to balance Budget during a campaign stop. Ms. FiFi LaFlamme was recently named Miss Budget by P.O.R.N.
(Professional Order of Retired Nerds) for “her ability to balance on her own two
feet despite natural [ED: errr..., maybe man-made] upper structure bisymmetrical counterbalance ballast balloons”.

Gray Davis
“I hang out with popular people”
According to official campaign literature, “A vote for Gray
is actually a vote for Bill and you guys LIKE Bill.”
Despite his unpopularity with the Republicans, Gray
expects to win on the charisma of the former two-term
President and lovable womanizer.

Gary Coleman
“What You Talkin About...Budget
‘Short’fall? You Makin Fun of Me?”

‘ Talk Like A Pirate Day’

Arrrr, this be a new fangled American holiday fer the Pirate that
be in all of us. It be sponsored by the Pirates that be Enron, Worldcom,
Hallmark Cards and the big pirate himself, George the Junior,
Junior conqueror
of Iraq, Afghanistan, and Florida. Ye be
http://www.talklikeapirate.com
walking the gangplank if ye don’t drink
the grog this day.
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Gary Coleman vows to
shrink the Budget. “If I
can’t see over the pile,
how can I do anything.
That’s why I have to
shrink it. I mean it must
be over 4 feet tall. And,
by the way, What you
talkin about Arnold..I
can’t understand a damn
thing you say..”

This September 19 Be Sure To Celebrate

The publisher and editor of this news journal claim impunity to all prosecution based on our utter stupidity. All requests to retract and correct wrongful
information will be met with glee and giggles....

"Build a man a fire, and he'll be warm for a day. Set a
man on fire, and he'll be warm for the rest of his life."
Terry Pratchett

